Annual Conference Awards
Competitive brokerage: External resource endowment and information technology as antecedents

Mariana Giovanna Andrade Rojas
Abhishekh Kathuria
(The University of Hong Kong)
Credibility and defamiliarization in strategic plans: A narrative analysis

Isabelle Piette
Linda Rouleau
Joëlle Basque
(HEC Montreal)
Information flow in interactions

Natalie Cotton-Nessler
(Bentley University)
Deliberate knowledge seekers: How actors use media to build tie strength before knowledge transfer

Samantha Meyer
(Northwestern University)
How different are crowdfunders? Examining archetypes of crowdfunders and their choice of projects

Yan Lin
Wai Fong Boh
Kim Huat Goh
(Nanyang Technological University)
OCIS Division Best Paper Award

Gossip in organizations: From an evolutionary psychological perspective

Chulguen Yang (Southern Connecticut State)
Robert Minjock
Bernard Edward Voss
Stephen M. Colarelli
(Central Michigan University)
OCIS Service Awards and Recognition
Best Reviewer Award

Chad Anderson
(University of Nevada, Reno)

John W. Beard
(George Mason University)

And all 171 reviewers who provided more than 500 reviews!
2014 Associate Editors

- Manju Ahuja
- Anthony Ammeter
- Deborah Armstrong
- Bijan Azad
- Diane Bailey
- Joao Baptista
- Nicholas Berente
- Richard Boland
- Marie-Claude Boudreau
- Gordon Burtch
- Brian Butler
- Andrea Carugati
- Cecil Chua
- Katherine Chudoba
- Paul Collins
- Panos Constantinides
- Nancy Deng
- Ingrid Erickson
- J. Alberto Espinosa
- Anne-Laure Fayard
- James Gaskin
- Jennifer Gibbs
- Jungpil Hahn
- Sean Hansen
- Ola Henfridsson
- Pamela Hinds
- James Howison
- Jack Hsu
- Ghiyoung Im
- Steven Johnson
- Rajiv Kishore
- Sri Kudaravalli
- Gwanhoo Lee
- Alexandre Lopes
- Maris Martinsons
- Elisa Mattarelli
- Sharon McKechnie
- Anca Metiu
- Jae Yun Moon
- Mark Mortensen
- Jim Nelson
- Min-Seok Pang
- Yuqing Ren
- Julie Rennecker
- Carol Saunders
- Steve Sawyer
- Craig Scott
- Maha Shaikh
- Harminder Singh
- Kimberly Stoltzfus
- Jeffrey Treem
- Bart van den Hooff
- Wietske Van Osch
- Heinz-Theo Wagner
- Mary Beth Watson-Manheim
- Sunil Wattal
- Matthew Weber
- Jeanne Wilson
- JoAnne Yates
- Adrian Yeow
Outstanding AE Award for 2014

Julie Rennecker
(Panoramic Perspectives)

Ola Henfridsson
(Warwick Business School)
Outgoing Past Division Chair

Elizabeth Davidson
OCIS Past Division Chair

THANK YOU!
Annual Awards
2nd Runner Up for Best Published Paper in 2013

Location, motivation, and social capitalization via enterprise social networking

*Journal of Computer Mediated Communication, 19*(1)

Janet Fulk (University of Southern California)
Y. Connie Yuan (Cornell University)
The generative mechanisms of digital infrastructure evolution

*MIS Quarterly* 37(3)

Ola Henfridsson (Warwick Business School)
Bendik Bygstad (Westerdals Oslo School of Arts, Communication and Technology)
Continued participation in online innovation communities: Does community response matter equally for everyone?

*Information Systems Research* 24(4)

Chen Zhang (University of Memphis)
Jungpil Hahn (National University of Singapore)
Prabuddha De (Purdue University)
THIS AWARD RECOGNIZES INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE MADE SIGNIFICANT SERVICE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OCIS COMMUNITY OVER THE COURSE OF THEIR CAREERS.
Award goes to ....

- OCIS Program Chair (1999), Division Chair (2001)
- Business History Conference, President (2005)
- Outstanding Researcher Award, Association for Business Communication (1990)
- Williamson Medal in Business History (1998)
- Founding co-Editor, *Management Communication Quarterly*
- Sloan Distinguished Professor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

JoAnne Yates